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SWING T-Bar INOX

Operating limits 

The SWING T-Bar INOX may only be used 
as a tandem spreader for tandem gliders. 

Use only the hang points described for the 
particular purpose and with the load 
specified. 

The spreader bar must not be used to 
connect the pilot or passenger or to attach 
the rescue system. 

The maximum load is 225 daN. 

Whenever you intend to launch, check that 
there is no damage of any kind to the 
spreader. 

The spreader must not be used if it is 
damaged and must be replaced. 

Intended use 

The SWING T-Bar INOX tandem spreader is 
a lightweight, extremely stable tandem 
spreader with spreader bar for tandem 
paragliders. 

The close distance between the spreader 
bar and the main hang point and the short 
connection to the pilot hang point make the 
SWING T-Bar INOX suitable for small 
tandem pilots as well. 

Hang points 

Main hang point 

To connect the tandem spreader to the 
paraglider.  

The connecting carabiner must have a 
minimum strength of 20kN. SWING 
recommends that steel carabiners be used. 

Please familiarise yourself with the relevant 
national provisions in respect of the 
connecting components to be used. 

Hang point for rescue system 

To connect the rescue system to the tandem 
spreader. 

The reserve system connection lines must 
be on the top and be fed through the guide 
sleeve for the V-bridle. This has Velcro and 
can be adjusted to fit. 

Pilot hang point 

To connect the pilot to the tandem spreader. 

Passenger hang point 

To connect the passenger to the tandem 
spreader. 

There are two hang points to choose 
between, so as to off-set any height 
difference between the pilot and the 
passenger. 

Upper passenger hang point 

Use this hang point if the passenger is 
bigger than the pilot. 

Lower passenger hang point 

Use this hang point if the passenger is 
smaller than the pilot or the same size. 

When adjusting and using the spreader, 
make sure that the pilot is able to reach the 
risers, trimmers and brake handles at all 
times. 

Big ears support feature 

The SWING T-Bar INOX comes fitted with a 
big ears support feature.  

The quick link of the riser used for big ears 
can be attached to the hook provided, so 
that the pilot can hold the big ears 
manoeuvre for a long time without becoming 
tired. 

To end the big ears manoeuvre, remove the 
quick link from the open hook (pull it towards 
the back) and the riser runs upwards as 
usual. 

The big ears support feature is designed for 
the SWING TWIN RS. Before using this 
feature in combination with any other 
paraglider, make sure that it can be used 
safely with that glider. 



The SWING T-Bar INOX tandem spreader is 
equipped with a Neoprene tube which allows 
you to cover the big ears support feature. 

The big ears support feature must be 
covered while it is not use. 

 

 
Fig. 1: SWING T-Bar INOX tandem spreader 
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